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A. Administrative
1. Title:
2. Requester's name:

Preliminary Proposal to add Nuqta Characters to Arabic Block

Dr. Attash Durrani, Center of Excellence for Urdu Informatics
(National Language Authority )
3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution):
Full Member
4. Submission date:
29-01-2006
5. Requester's reference (if applicable):
N/A
6. Choose one of the following:
This is a complete proposal:
No
(or) More information will be provided later:
Yes
B. Technical – General
1. Choose one of the following:
a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters):
No
Proposed name of script:
N/A
b. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block:
Yes
Name of the existing block:
Arabic
2. Number of characters in proposal:
22
3. Proposed category (select one from below - see section 2.2 of P&P document):
A-Contemporary
A B.1-Specialized (small collection)
B.2-Specialized (large collection)
C-Major extinct
D-Attested extinct
E-Minor extinct
F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic
G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols
4. Proposed Level of Implementation (1, 2 or 3) (see Annex K in P&P document):
Level 3
Is a rationale provided for the choice?
No
If Yes, reference:
5. Is a repertoire including character names provided?
Yes
a. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines”
in Annex L of P&P document?
Yes
b. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review?
Yes
6. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font (ordered preference: True Type, or PostScript format) for
Publishing the standard?
Mohsin Shafeeque Hijazee (CEUI), True Type
If available now, identify source(s) for the font (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.) and indicate the tools
used:
m_hijazee@hotmail.com, FontLab, MS Volt
7. References:
a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided?
Yes
b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources)
of proposed characters attached?
Yes
8. Special encoding issues:
Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input,
presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)?
No
Will address these issues in final version
9. Additional Information:
Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script
that will assist in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script.
Examples of such properties are: Casing information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour
information such as line breaks, widths etc., Combining behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default
Collation behaviour, relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode normalization
related information. See the Unicode standard at http://www.unicode.org for such information on other scripts. Also
see http://www.unicode.org/Public/UNIDATA/UCD.html and associated Unicode Technical Reports for information
needed for consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard.
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C. Technical - Justification
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before?
Yes
It was submitted before but wasn’t considered by the committee.
If YES explain
2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,
Yes
user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)?
National Language Authority of Pakistan
If YES, with whom?
N/A
If YES, available relevant documents:
3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:
Literature
size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included?
Reference:
4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare)
Common
See the bibliography section
Reference:
5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community?
Yes
See the bibliography section
If YES, where? Reference:
6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely
Yes
in the BMP?
Yes
If YES, is a rationale provided?
If YES, reference:
7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)?
Yes
8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing
No
character or character sequence?
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
If YES, reference:
9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either
No
existing characters or other proposed characters?
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
If YES, reference:
10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function)
No
to an existing character?
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
If YES, reference:
11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences?
Yes
Yes
If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?
See proposal
If YES, reference:
Yes
Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?
See proposal
If YES, reference:
12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as
No
control function or similar semantics?
If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)

13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility character(s)?
If YES, is the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic character(s) identified?
If YES, reference:

No

Proposal
This document requests addition of 22 new combining characters to the Arabic Block of Unicode. The
addition of these combining marks will not only simplify the Arabic Block of the Unicode Standard, but will
make it possible to typeset almost all regional languages written in Arabic script. It’s a complimentary
addition to the

Characters to be added
Character

Name

Code Point

Properties

ARABIC SINGLE NUQTA ABOVE

0604

Combining,
Stacking

ARABIC SINGLE NUQTA BELOW

0605

Combining,
Stacking

ARABIC DOUBLE NUQTA ABOVE

0606

Combining,
Stacking

ARABIC DOUBLE NUQTA BELOW

0607

Combining,
Stacking

ARABIC TRIPPLE NUQTA ABOVE

0608

Combining,
Stacking

ARABIC TRIPPLE NUQTA BELOW

0609

Combining,
Stacking

ARABIC TRIPPLE INVERTED NUQTA
ABOVE

0616

Combining,
Stacking

ARABIC TRIPPLE INVERTED NUQTA
BELOW

0617

Combining,
Stacking

SINDHI QUADRPLE NUQTA ABOVE

060A

Combining,
Stacking

SINDHI QUADRPLE NUQTA BELOW

061A

Combining,
Stacking

SINDHI DOUBLE DANDA ABOVE

0618

Combining,
Stacking

SINDHI DOUBLE DANDA BELOW

0619

Combining,
Stacking

SINDHI DOUBLE NUQTA VERTICAL
ABOVE

061C

Combining,
Stacking

SINDHI DOUBLE NUQTA VERTICAL
BELOW

061D

Combining,
Stacking

URDU SINGLE KASHIDA ABOVE

063B

Combining,
Stacking, Double
Diacritic

URDU SINGLE KASHIDA BELOW

063C

Combining,
Stacking, Double
Diacritic

URDU DOUBLE KASHIDA ABOVE

063D

Combining,
Stacking, Double
Diacritic

URDU DOUBLE KASHIDA BELOW

063E

Combining,
Stacking, Double
Diacritic

PASHTO SINGLE CIRCLE ABOVE

063F

Combining,
Stacking

PASHTO SINGLE CIRCLE BELOW

065F

Combining,
Stacking

URDU LETTER TOTA ABOVE

Combining,
Stacking

URDU LETTER TOTA BELOW

Rational
Arabic script was historically a “dot less” script. By this we mean that a single shape may have different
sounds depending on the word. Here is an example

Fig1: Arabic phrase without dots. Native speaker has no difficulty
In the figure above, a native Arabic speaker is able to comprehend the meanings of text based on context
and his/her vocabulary. However, anyone less familiar with Arabic language will not be able to
understand the correct meanings of the text because of limited vocabulary and unable to understand the
context. The main reason of not being able to read such a text is that the sound of a character is heavily
dependent upon the context and content of the text.
To overcome this problem, Nuqta were introduced by a Muslim Caliph. The sole purpose of the dot was
to sit on a shape (which we call basic shape or Kashti) and to depict its phonetic status. Below is the
“dotted” version of the above mentioned text.

Fig 2: Arabic phrase with dots. Sounds of characters are not to be “guessed”
Now after the placement of dots, even a non-native reader can easily understand the text without any hit
and trail because dots are sufficiently depicting the exact sound of the character.
Later on, when new languages adopted Arabic script as there script of choice, a new problem arose and
that was un-availability of sounds. For example, the Urdu has a sound exactly equal to sound of “p” in
English but Arabic language has no such sound and hence script has no means to depict this sound.
Again Nuqta to rescue, this problem was solved by taking the basic shape of bay and placing three dots
beneath it. Here how it looks

Fig 3: Urdu letter Pay defined by a basic shape of Bay and a three Nuqta to produce sound of P
The languages written in Arabic script mostly belong to the societies which are yet in progress of
standardizing there script. The basic essence of the script remains same whether it is Pashto or Sindhi
however what gets added to the script are new symbols placed on same basic shapes to add up more
phonetic capability to the script.
Our Idea of Atomization is basically based on the same observations and tradition. We define every
character in its atomic nature. That is, a single character is a composition of a Kashti (basic shape) and
one or no Nuqta (phonetic transformer) and this way, we are able to produce any character imaginable

whether adopted or not in any language written in Arabic script. This way, not only we are able to support
all the characters of all languages in Arabic script, but even if some appear later on, we are already future
compatible.
Even today, from pedagogical point of view, the different characters are memorized by teaching there
basic shape and the number of Nuqta with there orientation.
The inclusion of these combining characters to the Arabic Block will simplify the representation of texts in
Arabic scripts. Not only existing characters can be defined as a character sequences but new characters
also can be formed which are even not yet encoded into the standard.
The Arabic script is mostly being used by the societies which are evolving and hence there scripts are
open ended. New characters are being defined on a rapid pace for many regional languages but
encoding all of them to the Unicode Standard is inconvenient. Such an approach will merely stuff the
Arabic Code Block very rapidly and will require extensions to the block on almost yearly basis.
The presence of U+066E ARABIC LETTER DOT LESS BEH, U+066F ARABIC LETTER DOT LESS
QAF and U+06A1 ARABIC LETTER DOT LESS FEH is useless in absence of these combining
characters.
It is requested to provide code points for the above mentioned combining characters to simplify the
process of Arabic Script processing.
Below some references are given. The first reference is about 300 years old (Muqaalaat-e-Haafiz
Mehmood Sheerani) and is of historic nature. Other important reference is the dictionary published by
Anjuman-e-Taraqqi-e-Urdu (Pakistan) in 1985 which was edited by the late Molvi Abdul Haq (also known
as Father of Urdu, Baba-e-Urdu)
Farhang-e-Talaffuz is another important document published by National Language Authority
(Government of Pakistan)
Sheena Quaida is an educational text published by Sarhad Provincial Government (Government of
Pakistan) with support from Himalay Jungle Project financed by European Community and British High
Commission Islamabad
Moreover, Government of Pakistan is developing a standard Nastaleeq font usable for all the regional
language. This font is based on the idea of Character Composition and hence to be practical, needs
support of Nuqta in the Unicode Standard.
Detailed and formal properties of these characters will be provided after the initial response from the UTC
Glyph images, composite character sequences, examples and references are followed.

Dr Attash Durrani
Center of Excellence for Urdu Informatics
National Language Authority

Examples
The proposed combining marks work along with the Dot less characters already present in the
Arabic Block. Here we present some characters which are not encoded in the Unicode Standard
but either is used in regional languages, or in historic text of Urdu.
Example 1
U+0631 ARABIC LETTER REH + U+00617 ARABIC TRIPPLE NUQTA BELOW

The composed character is not encoded in the Unicode Standard but can be seen in many Urdu
Texts.
Example 2
U+062F ARABIC LETTER DAL + U+00617 ARABIC TRIPPLE NUQTA BELOW

Example 3
U+0631 ARABIC LETTER REH + U+0061A SINDHI QUADRPLE NUQTA BELOW

Example 4
U+6A9 ARABIC LETTER KEHEH + ARABIC TRIPPLE NUQTA BELOW

Example 5
U+062D ARABIC LETTER HAH + U+063D URDU DOUBLE KASHIDA ABOVE

Example 5
U+0633 ARABIC LETTER SEEN + U+063D URDU DOUBLE KASHIDA ABOVE

Example 6 (Not in Unicode)
U+066E ARABIC LETTER DOTLESS BEH + U+063B URDU SINGLE KASHIDA ABOVE

Example 6 (Not in Unicode)
U+066E ARABIC LETTER DOTLESS BEH + U+0606 ARABIC DOUBLE NUQTA ABOVE + U+063B URDU SINGLE
KASHIDA ABOVE
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